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Hi everyone, 

Thanks so much for downloading my Top 10 Posts from 2016 E-book. Each post means 

something to myself as well as readers because that is how it got to be on the list. I 

hope you enjoy this free e-book and stick around for the adventures in 2017. 

I wish you all the best!! 

Heidi 
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About The Author 

I’m a certified elementary teacher by trade turned blogger/writer/photographer about 5 

years ago. For the past five years I’ve been sharing my adventures on Save More 

Spend Less with Heidi but as we are nearing the end of 2015 I decided it was time for 

newer things. I still love a good deal, but life changes and with those changes usually 

comes a few hurdles. Overcoming those hurdles in life is how we as a person are 

molded and the more we embrace it the better off we will be. So the new website “Life 

with Heidi” was born to embrace those life changes and keep on keeping on. Life is 

short but the one thing that 2015 and 2016 taught me is that “the most important things 
in life aren’t things.” 

I hope you enjoy the adventures of Life with Heidi where we cover food, travel and fun, 
not always in that order. 
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Top 10 Posts from Life with Heidi 

Each year I try to do a roundup of my Top 10 Posts to round out the last year. This real 
the results were rather surprising but here are the results, some were older posts, some 
were old stand-bys and others tugged at my heartstrings. Regardless of what they did to 
me, I hope that you enjoyed them as much as I did. Here is a quick glance into the Top 
10 Posts of 2016. 
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Selfie Scavenger Hunts 

 

 

Selfie Scavenger Hunt is the perfect teen party idea because this generation LOVES 

selfies.  I have several great ideas for 2017 to bring you more selfie hunts to enjoy all 
year long with your teens, youth groups and more.  Are you a selfie lover or hater? 

There is no doubt that this generation loves to take selfies. You can walk down the 
street and literally see someone taking a selfie. Take your selfie taking obsession to a 
new level with something known as a Selfie Scavenger Hunt and would make the 
perfect party theme! Everyone already has a cell phone, so why not utilize it and have 
some fun? Here’s how it goes: 

Plan to have people over and the rest is as easy as 1-2-3! 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/selfie-scavenger-hunt/
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Invite your friends and family over. You can even send them a selfie inviting them to 
come over to your Selfie Scavenger Hunt. 

Make sure to have a cell phone or camera. 

Your Selfie Scavenger Hunt won’t be complete without a cell phone or camera. You’ll 
need this to take all of your fun selfies.  Don’t forget your selfie stick, we enjoy the 
iPlanet Bluetooth Selfie Stick for our pictures.   

Decide on where you’ll do the Selfie Scavenger Hunt. 

What I love about this Selfie Scavenger Hunt is that you have multiple options. You can 
do the Selfie Scavenger Hunt at the mall, indoor, outdoor, or even do a holiday version. 
I keep thinking of how much fun this would be at the holidays because no one would be 
bored! This would also be a great activity for teens, youth groups, or just a sleepover.  

Have a Selfie Scavenger Hunt! 

You can split into groups or go off on your own, but this Selfie Scavenger Hunt is a ton 
of fun. The person or team to get through the list wins, or whoever has the most marked 
of the list.  It doesn’t matter how you set up the rules as long as everyone knows the 
rules.   

You can even have fun prizes set aside for the winner(s) which can include selfie sticks, 
snacks, gum, or Dollar Store bargains. Don’t forget goodie bags and or gift cards that 
always make teens smile!  

Happy Selfie Scavenger Hunting! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/iplanet-bluetooth-selfie-stick/
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Top Tips for Hosting The Perfect Bridal Shower 

 

Top Tips for Hosting The Perfect Bridal Shower--This one is an oldie but a goodie, I've 
been a bridesmaid a few times in my life, here are a few great tips to help you throw the 
Perfect Bridal Shower.  

Top Tips for Hosting the Perfect Bridal Shower!! So you’re going to be hosting a bridal 
shower! This special event will bring a lifetime of memories to the bride-to-be. So 
naturally you want it to be as close to perfect as possible! 

Here are some top tips for hosting the perfect bridal shower. 

1. Location 

One of the best locations for a bridal shower is one of the bridesmaids’ homes. But this 
is not always feasible. Here are some other ideas: 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/top-tips-for-hosting-the-perfect-bridal-shower/
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* Weather permitting, a local park can be a great idea. If it’s mid-summer, you can 
decorate with lots of citronella candles and have insect repellent handy. In the spring, 
an outdoor tent or picnic shelter would work. In the fall, you can build a fire and have a 
cookout at the shower. 

* A church or other house of worship can be a great place for a shower. Most such 
places have a social “hall” or gathering place where such events are held. 

* Local recreation centers are also good places for bridal showers, and they often have 
facilities that can accommodate lots of people. 

* Country clubs or restaurants make lovely shower locations. 

2. Food 

One of the key elements to the perfect bridal shower is the food. Here are some ideas 
for today’s health-conscious brides. 

* Set up or make your own yogurt buffet. This is a healthy twist on the build-your-own-
sundae idea. Have several kinds of yogurt available, and then a line of fresh fruits and 
other fun toppings. 

* Turn regular food into finger food. If you take this idea as a springboard, you can come 
up with all kinds of finger foods. Here are some ideas to get you started: 

=> Greek salad stuffed into pita pockets, then halved 

=> Mini taco salads – taco salad ingredients on corn chips 

=> Little BLTs – on hearty crackers, spread mayonnaise and top with shredded lettuce, 
a small slice of tomato, and a small piece of bacon. 

=> Mini sandwiches are always a hit – roast beef, egg salad, tuna and chicken salad, 
turkey, etc. 

=> Fruit kabobs are also very pretty and popular. You can offer them with chocolate 
fondue if you like. 
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These are just some ideas for bridal shower foods. You can get really creative here, and 
remember to have foods that the bride-to-be likes! 

3. Entertainment 

Make sure you keep the bride’s taste in mind here, too. Don’t have silly games if she is 
the type who is made uncomfortable by them. On the other hand, if she’s the type who 
would be disappointed if there weren’t something silly and fun, then make sure to have 
some goofy games! Door prizes are essential to make everyone feel welcome. 

4. Decorating 

Decorating can be really fun. Here are some ideas for decorations to help get the ball 
rolling: 

* Force bulbs like tulips, hyacinth, or paperwhite in individual vases or pots. Then have 
one at each place at the table for a sit-down meal, or decorate the buffet and tables with 
them. Guests can take them home as favors. 

* Try dipping colorful string or thread in watered-down white glue. Drape the threads 
over blown-up balloons. Allow to dry overnight and then pop the balloons for a pretty 
bubble-like decoration. 

* Make paper flowers using tissue or crepe paper, and then decorate the whole room 
with them. You can also group them or paste them on cards or natural branches. 

This should give you lots of ideas to get started on that perfect bridal shower! 

 What other tips do you have to add?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=600641&u=621837&m=32201&urllink=&afftrack=
http://skimlinks.pgpartner.com/mrdr.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Fskimlinks.pgpartner.com%2Fsearch.php%2Fform_keyword%3Dwhite%2Bglue
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Free Things to Do in Savannah Georgia 

Free Things to Do in Savannah Georgia--This post is very special to me because this last 

February we lost my Father-in-Law unexpectedly. This was the last extended "family" 
vacation we will ever have with him and it will always hold a special place in  my heart.  

Free Things to Do in Savannah Georgia 

Free Things to Do in Savannah Georgia! Taking a family vacation often times ends up 
costing a little more than you would like for it to, but never fear because there are lots of 

free things for you to do! I absolutely loved Savannah, Georgia when we were there and 

was sad when it was time to leave, but I told Mr. SMSL that I would be traveling back 
one day.    

Here are some of my favorite things to do while there and the best part is that they are 
free!!  

 

1. River Street was absolutely amazing and of course rich 
in history as the rest of the city. The area is complete with 

old cobblestone streets that were brought over from 

England on ships that were returning to America 
empty.  Then they were unloaded often times by the slaves 

and made into buildings and streets. This area is perfect 

for afternoon strolls and if you use your imagination you 
can just imagine unruly sailors and teens having a good 

time! This area is now lined with tourist shops of all kinds 
as well as pubs and restaurants.   

The day we were there several of the restaurants were 
passing out free samples to get people to come in and 

dine.  It is a very family friendly place during the day but 

of a night it turns into more of an adult atmosphere! I 
suggest walking there because the parking is very limited 

and the view is absolutely amazing.  Be sure to check out 
The Waving Girl Statue Florence Martus and ask the locals 

about her story, she waved at over 50 ,000  ships throughout her lifetime.  

 

 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/free-things-savannah-georgia/
http://www.riverstreetsavannah.com/
http://www.lifewithheidi.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/IMG_20140813_154355720-576x1024_opt.jpg
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2. Fortysth Park is a Parisian inspired park that offers it 's visitors 30  acres of activities to 
enjoy.  This is one of the social hubs located in  Savannah, Georgia for tourists as well as 

locals.  This gorgeous park offers a Farmers Market on Saturdays, and a plethora of 

other activities the day we were there were lots of people working out.   

http://visithistoricsavannah.com/forsyth-park/
http://lifewithheidi.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/IMG_7441-1024x683_opt.jpg
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3. Cathedral of St. J ohn the 

Baptist is breathtaking from 

the inside out found in the 
Historic District of Savannah 

it is a must do!  They even 
have a virtual tour on their 

website that so you can see 

the beauty in the comfort of 
your own home. But I 

promise it is worth the trip to 

go inside because it literally 
will take your breath away the 

second you walk in! From the 
stained glass to the intricate 

gold-leaf designs and an 

Italian made marble alter it is 
a gorgeous site to see.  

4. City Market is the perfect 
spot to spend the afternoon 

and evening.  There is a 
plethora of street vendors, 

cafes, stores, galleries and of 

course quirky shops. Since 
the 1700 's this has been the 

commercial and social center 

of Savannah.  There were 
even lots of pubs to enjoy a 

cold drink if you so choose, and they have cups you can take out of the pub to enjoy the 
sights if you so choose.  We enjoyed several hours just browsing the stores, and taking in 

the sites!  

5. Free Transportation is offered by The Dot via Express Shuttle, River Street Street Car 

and of course the Savannah Belles Ferry.   You are able to park your card, feed the meter 

(bring lots of change) and enjoy the sites of the city!  The Shuttle 12 convenient stops 
throughout Savannnah, the River Street Street Car has two stops and the Savannah 

Belles Ferry traverses the Savannah River.   

http://fave.co/1t4dTO8
http://fave.co/1t4hBao
http://fave.co/1skhjYQ
http://www.lifewithheidi.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/IMG_7369-e1408890307772-768x1024_opt.jpg
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6. Bonaventure Cemetery is 

free if you want to walk the 

cemetery on your own.  But if 
you would like a tour those 

are provided for a fee but this 
Victorian Era Cemetery was 

one of my favorites to see.  As 

weird as it sounds this was a 
beautiful site to see but I 

would highly suggest wearing 

comfortable walking shoes 
and being prepared with bug 

spray!  

7.  The Savannah National Wildlife Refuge was one on our list to go to, but we simply 

ran out of time.  It is on our must do list for our next visit with walking trails, bird 
watching activities, wildlife drive and much more.  There are even a few activities that 

you can pay for while you are there, but remember to bring the bug spray!   

8 . Be sure you check out Visit Savannah while planning your trip, they offer so many 

more details that will make your trip planning a breeze! Stop into the Savannah 
Chamber of Commerce once you get to town to pick up a city map and brochures that 

will be sure to keep you busy during your trip.    

My family and I enjoyed our trip to Savannah, Georgia and are making plans for a 

return trip.  There is so much to see and do in this history rich town that I could easily 

stay a week in  this amazing town.  Be sure to pin the free things to do in Savannah 
Georgia today so you can plan your own memorable trip!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bonaventurehistorical.org/
http://www.fws.gov/refuge/savannah/
http://www.visitsavannah.com/
http://www.savannahchamber.com/
http://www.savannahchamber.com/
http://www.tours4fun.com/tours/savannah/?utm_source=al&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=hotproduct
http://lifewithheidi.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/wagon-1024x657_opt.jpg
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Giveaways 

 

Giveaways-Here you will find the latest giveaways that we are offering our 
readers.  There are also lots of other bloggers who link up their giveaways too. Be sure 
to share with your friends.  

Giveaway Linky includes current giveaways listed in one place so that it is easy for you 
as fans to enter.  Each giveaway that is placed on the Linky has to meet my approval in 
order for it to stay on the Linky.  Most giveaways are brought to you by companies I am 
working with personally or other bloggers.  I do my best to check it after each giveaway 
to make sure the website looks reputable and if there is any doubt I delete it from the 
Linky.  Thanks for helping support my page as well as other bloggers by entering in 
these great giveaways.  This way the fans get to enter other giveaways from other 
bloggers as well. 

Giveaway Linky 
OR The Giveaway Category for the most up to date listing  

Happy entering!  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/giveaways/
http://www.lifewithheidi.com/giveaways/
http://www.lifewithheidi.com/category/giveaways/
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Mozzarella Stuffed Meatballs 

Mozzarella Stuffed Meatballs--This is one of Brady's favorite meals and oddly enough 
one of the only posts I actually wrote in 2016. It was a rough year, but what doesn't kill 
you makes you stronger right?? 

Mozzarella Stuffed Meatballs 

 

Mozzarella Stuffed Meatballs have been around for as long as I can remember but one 
night we wanted something a little different so I set out to do that.  I pulled out my trusty 
slow cooker and got ready whipping up a batch of meatballs.  Then the inspiration 
struck that I needed to use the mozzarella in the fridge so Stuffed Mozzarella Meatballs 
is what I decided to make.  I stuck with the tried and true meatball recipe I always make 
but instead of plain, I put mozzarella in the middle.  

As we all know meatballs are something that are versatile as well as unique. Each 
family has their own way of making this delicious staple but here is how we did ours.  

1 pound of fresh beef 

1 pound of fresh sausage 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/mozzarella-stuffed-meatballs/
http://www.lifewithheidi.com/homemade-meatball-recipe/
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1 medium onion chopped 

2 cups bread crumbs (seasoned most generally Italian but plain works fine) 

3 eggs 

Salt, Pepper and garlic to taste 

Other seasonings as you would like (Italian, etc.)  

1 small piece of fresh mozzarella cheese in the middle (about the size of a dime) 

Wrap the mozzarella in the middle, and drop into the slow cooker. Then, add a can or 
jar of spaghetti sauce and you are good to go. Turn on the slow cooker for 4 hours and 
walk away.  

Now, when I started making these mozzarella stuffed meatballs I had planned on having 
meatball subs with them.  But quickly decided to use a package of fresh pasta 
from Dove Olive Oil  and it ended up being an out of this world meal.  I used vegetable 
linguine and let me tell you the picture doesn't do it justice. It was a great way to enjoy 
the mozzarella stuffed meatballs and there is nothing better than fresh pasta!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/meatball-sub-recipe/
http://www.doveoliveoil.com/collections/pasta
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Monthly Budget Sheets 

Monthly Budget Sheets- It is never too late to get on a monthly budget and try to find a 
little extra at the end of your month.  Things don't always go as planned, but at least you 
can say you tried. These will be getting a make-over soon! 

 

Monthly-Budget 
Budgets are a necessity when it comes to saving money and managing your 
finances.  There will always be bills to pay, but once you have a budget in place it is so 
much easier to come up with "extra" money when you have to have it. Over the last 3 
years we have taken our hardships and turned them into a more frugal lifestyle and one 
thing is for certain.  It isn't always easy but the hard work and dedication to clean up 
your finances is worth it in the long run. 

Because I lost my job due to budget cuts over three years ago we have adapted our 
spending habits, our budget and have learned to track things better.  At first I thought 
that there was no way we could live without my $2,000 paycheck, but we have adapted, 
and been successful.  God has provided for us in more ways than I can count which is 
how I came to blogging.  He does work in mysterious ways because I would have 
thought I would have always been an elementary teacher. But because of life events, 
God's planning and our adapting we have came to accept things we can't change and 
became more frugal in the process. 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/monthly-budget/
http://lifewithheidi.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Monthly-Budget.pdf
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One of the first things we did was change our budget and started tracking it so we knew 
where our money was going.  We have shaved extra things off of our budget, tracked 
our expenses and became more financially responsible.  We have also implemented 
menu planning by the week which also is a huge money saver. Especially if you coupon 
you can feed your families for much cheaper than you can if you dine out.  Even on 
super busy days you can use the crock pot to make some amazing meals that are hot 
and ready when you get home. 

I wanted to share the forms I use with you all so I went ahead and had my budget 
sheets made up into pdf's/pictures for you all to print and use yourselves.  I do have to 
admit, now that they are "pretty" it is more fun to stick to and implement the budget, 
expenses and of course the weekly meal planning.  Make sure you share them with 
others too!!   

 

Monthly-Budget-Sheets  (PDF) 

Monthly Budget Sheets *Excel Sheets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thepennyhoarder.com/target-coupons/
http://www.lifewithheidi.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Untitled-spreadsheet-Sheet1.pdf
http://www.lifewithheidi.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Monthly-Budget-Sheets.xlsx
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12 Uses for Orange Peels 

12 Uses for Orange Peels-Who knew something you would normally throw away has so 
many useful uses? Do you have any that I don't have on my list? 

 

Lots of things that we think are garbage can often be given another life.  Orange peels 
is one of those products that we can use in several ways to help us stretch our 
dollar even farther.  Here are the top 12 uses for orange peels: 
Use the white side of an orange peel to polish that dull-looking wood furniture. 

Add a few orange peels to some brown sugar to draw the moisture from the brown 
sugar and keep it from solidifying. 

Orange peels are a great camping snack. Use those orange peels to start your campfire 
they make great kindling. 

Make a great scented cleaners. Add a few orange peels in a jar with white vinegar and 
cover it with the lid. Keep it in the fridge for a few weeks. Shake it occasionally. Pour the 
mixture into a spray bottle. Use this cleaner to clean floors, windows and surfaces. 
After you eat the orange use the peel to clean a dirty stove or sink. The peel contains 
oils that de-grease the surfaces. Be sure to use it before the peel dries out. 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/12-uses-orange-peels/
http://www.lifewithheidi.com/12-ways-to-make-your-money-stretch/
http://www.lifewithheidi.com/12-ways-to-make-your-money-stretch/
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Boil some orange peels in a pot of water to add a fresh scent to the air. In the winter 
when you have that beautiful fire going in the fire place, toss a paper bag with some 
dried orange peels into the fire. Your house will be filled with a wonderful orange scent. 

Take half an orange peel and fill it will salt. Put it in a bowl and in the fridge to deodorize 
it. 

Try wrapping a few orange peels in some gauze and while in the shower rubbing it on 
your skin. This amazing body scrub will brighten your skin. 

Limonene is something that is naturally found in citrus fruits including oranges. 
Mosquitoes, flies and ants don't like limonene so to keep them away place ground up 
orange peels in areas where these pests are usually scene. 

You can also repel those nasty mosquitoes by rubbing fresh orange peels on your skin. 
It smells so much better than store bought brands!  
Are the neighborhood stray cats digging up your flowers? Put some orange peels 
around the outside of your house to keep the cats away. They do not like the smell of 
the orange peels. This also works if your house cat gets into things he/she shouldn't. 
Just rub the peels on or place them around the places or things around your house that 
you want to keep your cat away from. 

The peels are also a great addition to your compost pile! 
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Nana’s Vegetable Soup 

Nana's Vegetable Soup--This one was one of my "oldest" posts but probably one of the 
ones that I love the most.  Nana's vegetable soup is one of our favorite recipes of all 
time and the memories that go with it are priceless in my book. It is also one of the most 
popular posts of all time.  

 

Nana's Vegetable Soup Recipe is pretty easy to make, but I will warn you I don't 
measure a lot.  We cook a lot by taste so I'm going to guesstimate how much of each 
item I put in.  Also when it is time to make Vegetable soup we make a big pot of if so 
that way we have leftovers to take in lunches, freeze or donate to a funeral dinner or 
etc.  Growing up my Nana used to make the best vegetable soup around and it was one 
of the things she taught us how to make.  Now, I know each cook has their own style 
and Nana's soup always used the leftovers out of the fridge.  So if you have those make 
sure you pull them out!! 

Brown one or two pounds of hamburger, pork, turkey (whichever you want) with salt and 
pepper on it. 

Drain the grease off the meat and put it back into your large pan.  Add in 2 quart jars of 
home canned tomato juice (1 big one if you buy it from the store). 

Cube and cut up 2-3 potatoes, and carrots probably a cup or so. 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/nanas-vegetable-soup-recipe/
http://linksynergy.walmart.com/fs-bin/click?id=aJfLAiS*A20&offerid=223073.10010640&type=3&subid=0
http://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=431505&u=621837&m=33205&urllink=&afftrack=
http://www.shareasale.com/u.cfm?d=307500&m=30149&u=621837
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Let cook until carrots and potatoes are almost soft.  Then add in about a cup of sliced 
cabbage.  I don't know why but the cabbage makes the soup. 

Then add in a can of corn, and a can of green beans.  I always add a little salt, pepper 
and garlic powder and onion powder in it as well just to make it a little yummier. (Maybe 
a teaspoon of each?) I do it by taste!! 

Cook until done and you have easy homemade delicious homemade Vegetable Soup 
just like Nana used to make!! 
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Frugal Frozen Party Ideas 

Frugal Frozen Party Ideas Kids everywhere love Frozen and there are some great ideas 
to help throw a Frugal Frozen Party on a budget.  

 

Frozen is making it's way to the big screen on November 27, 2013 and I can't wait.  But 
with all great movie hits kids instantly want all things Cars, Planes, The Little Mermaid, 
and yes I believe Frozen too! But in true frugal nature I wanted to help you come up with 
some Frugal Frozen Party Ideas that you can implement for a fraction of the 
cost.  Disney makes so many fabulous movies and Frozen will be one of them I 
promise!! So here are a few Frugal Frozen Party Ideas that will make you the best mom 
or dad ever!! 

 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/frugal-frozen-party-ideas/
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Invitations &Decorations 

Decorations could be easily made and hung up around the room you are having the 
party in or the house if you prefer.  I would grab the kids, some scissors and make some 
old fashioned paper snowflakes.  The kids will have a fantastic time being creative and 
you will be making memories at the same time.  Add a little glitter to them and you will 
have more "ice like" snowflakes fit for your little Ana, Elsa or even Kristoff. Hang them 
before the party or hang them as the "late" arrivers are showing up.  Either way will sure 
to be a hit and then kids will have something to take home at the end of the party that 
didn't cost much more than a half a penny or less!! 

Friends Sign Frozen PDF 

Pin the nose on Olaf! 

Using the same premise behind Pin the tail on the Donkey all you need is a copy of 
Olaf, a wall, a handerchief to cover their eyes and some tape for the  "nose".  You can 
copy Olaf above and white out his nose and make his head bigger.  Then make another 
copy of his "nose" that you can cut out. 

Explain to the kids the game and have fun Pinning the Nose on Olaf. 

Prizes: 

Could be given the person who gets the closest, or as we like to do it all, all kids get a 
prize for trying. 

Don't forget to print out the Frozen Memory game as well for another party center that 
will be a hit! 

Snacks, Cakes, and Treats!! 

My friend Stefanie over at Making of a Mom made some adorable Olaf Popcorn 
balls which would be the perfect addition to your Frugal Frozen Party. Pick up some 
popcorn balls on the clearance aisle a few days after Halloween and you have an even 
cheaper snack. 

Cupcakes with these adorable wrappers will be a hit! 

 

 

 

http://lifewithheidi.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/friendssignfrozen.pdf
http://makingofamom.com/popcorn-snowman-making-olaf-from-disneyfrozen/
http://makingofamom.com/popcorn-snowman-making-olaf-from-disneyfrozen/
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Frozen Popsicles would also be a fantastic treat! 

Build your own Olaf snack out of marshmallows, frosting, pretzel sticks for arms and 
mini chocolate chips for his eyes and face would sure to be a huge hit! Or Marshmallow 
fluff is what I used to put mine together and I cheated and used food coloring for the 
buttons, nose and eyes. 

Arendel ice cups with frozen blue kool-aid ice chunks with blue kool-aid on top.  Or if 
you wanted you could do blue jello cups with whipped topping on top for the snow. 

 

Do You Want to Build a Snowman PDF 

 Frozen Inspired Marshmallows 

As you can tell the Frugal Frozen Party ideas are endless, but one thing is for certain, 
Frozen will be a classic that will be enjoyed for generations!!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://lifewithheidi.com/2013/07/making-popsicles-with-dad.html
http://lifewithheidi.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/doyouwantobuildasnowmanfrozensign.pdf
http://lifewithheidi.com/?p=127437
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Uses for Used Tea Bags 

Uses for Used Tea Bags--Again something most of us just throw out but it is a great 
way to save some money too.  Are there any other uses that I missed? 

 

Drinking tea has many health benefits but could it be possible there are some great uses 

for those used tea bags? 

1.) Do you have dark circles under your eyes or are they looking a bit puffy today? Place 

a chilled tea bag on your closed eyes and let the puffiness recede. Placing them on your 
eyes for about 15 minutes can reduce those nasty circles under your eyes as well! 

If pinkeye is going around your house try placing warm, wet teabags on your closed eyes 

as a compress to help soothe the pain. 

2.) Sun burns can be extremely painful and make you incredibly uncomfortable. Ease 

the pain by tossing a few used tea bags into the bathtub and let yourself relax in it for 
relief after a day in the hot sun. The tea provides calming and cooling effects. 

http://www.lifewithheidi.com/uses-used-tea-bags/
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3.) Heal bruises faster by placing a soaked tea bag on it. The tannins in the tea constricts 

the blood vessels which in turn will stop the blog flow that is causing the bruising. 

4.) Tannin is also helpful to treat nasty plantar warts. Take a warmed wet tea bag and 

press it right on the area for 10  to 15 minutes and let the skin air dry naturally. Repeat 
this for a few days and eventually the wart will completely disappear. 

5.) If you have an itchy mosquito bite or a bee sting place a damp tea bag on the bite and 

keep it on like a compress. The tea will bring relieve and promote healing as well as 

reduce inflammation. 

6.) Create a do it yourself at home facial using tea bags. J ust place a used tea bag in a 

bowl of hot water and put your face above the bowl with your head covered with a towel 
to hold in the steam. The tannins and antioxidants in the tea will reduce puffiness and 

tighten your pores leaving your face refreshed and glowing. 

7.) If your hands smell like onions or fish or other food odors after cooking that 

wonderful dinner try rinsing them with water and a brewed tea bag to get rid of those 
clingy odors. 

8 .) It always seems like the little cuts and nicks tend to be the ones that bleed the most. 
Stop the bleeding and relieve some of the sting by pressing a wet tea bag onto the cut. 

9.) Is your skin looking dry and needs a little refresher? Place some tea bags into the tub 
and run your bathwater over them. Relax in an restoring, indulgent soak that will leave 

your skin incredible soft. If you have green tea the antioxidants in it are extremely 
effective for rehydrating the skin. 

10 .) Did you accidentally end up in poison ivy? Dip a cotton ball in strongly brewed tea 
and lightly dab it on the poison ivy spots on your skin to dry it out the weepy rash. 

11.) A toothache or canker sore can be hard to deal with. Try warming a brewed tea bag 
and taking the leaves out of it. Roll the leaves up in a scrap piece of fabric and use it like 

a compress for those painful aches and sores. 

12.) Serve your guests a nice juicy steak. J ust take 4 black tea bags and let them sit in 1 

cup of water for about 10  minutes. Next, combine that with a cup of double strength beef 
stock. Allow the steak to marinate in the mixture for 20  - 25 minutes. 

13.) If it’s your turn to cook the Thanksgiving turkey this year try this trick: add a 
brewed tea bag and 1 cup of water to the turkey pan. You will wow your family and 

friends with a deliciously moist turkey. The tannin is adds a unique and delicious flavor 

as well as being a natural meat tenderizer. 

14.) If your completely out of baking soda and need something to clean that odor out of 

your fridge simply place a fresh brewed tea bag in the fridge. 
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15.) For those hard to clean greasy dishes soak them over night with a few already 

brewed teabags and some hot water. By morning the tannins will have broken down the 
grease. 

16.) Get those nice dark leather shoes clean by simply taking a damp already brewed tea 
bag and rub it on the leather in a circular motion. 

17.) Let your mirrors shine and sparkle by cleaning then with cooled, twice brewed tea as 

an awesome cleaner. Dip a cloth in the tea cleaner and clean off all that grime and dirt. 

Then simply buff it dry with a soft dry cloth. 

18.) Deodorize carpets or your pets bedding. Allow several brewed tea bags to 

completely dry. Then empty the dry contents on the smelly surface and allow it to sit for 
about 10  minutes. Next, simply vacuum up the tea and leave behind the fresh sent of tea. 

19.) This winter when you’re ready to clean your fire place sprinkle some wet tea leaves 
all over the area to keep the dust from the ashes from rising. 

20 .) Give your acid loving plants a little boost. Sprinkle some used tea leaves around 

your beautiful rosebushes. Cover the tea leaves with mulch and it will give your roses a 

midsummer boost. Ferns are another acid loving plant. Take some wet tea leaves and 
work them into the soil to give the plants a luxuriously lush look. When watering your 

ferns you can occasionally substitute the water with brewed tea. 

21.) Decrease the time it takes for your compost pile to decompose by pouring 2 to 3 

cups of strong brewed tea onto the pile. This will also greatly enrich the compost. 
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Thank you 

Thanks so much for being here right alongside me in 2016. I wish you all the best in 
2017 and hope that you all have more than enough. Enough love, enough food, enough 
money, enough friends, enough family and enough of anything else that your heart 
wants. But most importantly I want you to enjoy life and be happy with your journey as 
we are all on our own journeys and each bump in the road makes us who we are today 
even though it might not seem like it at the time.  

Be sure to sign up for the newsletter so you get up to date happenings once a week and 
always stay connected.  

I wouldn’t be where I am today without YOU!!! 

Love,  

Heidi  
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